2. In the case of the perissads (the elements of uneven atomicity) the complete curve which includes their perturbations from the central curve is-
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h log [ . ^m + J sin + £ sin ^ + subsequent terms j the next term being probably either-. .
2 sin "j p or - § sin m ir "iT'
3. The form of the function representing the perturbations of the artiads is different, at all events after the third term.
Section 3.-There are other neighbouring logarithmic curves which pursue a course close to the observed positions, and in Section 3 the method adopted in dealing with these curves is described, and the grounds on which they hfive been successively excluded are stated. The evidence relied on has been, for the most part, that tbe perturba tions from them are less reducible to order.
In Section 4 the curve finally selected is thrown into a polar form, and furnishes a diagram of singular convenience for laboratory use. It presents conspicuously the information which a New lands and Mendelejeff's table is capable of supplying, with the further advan tage of also placing before the eye an intelligible representation of the atomic weights.
The last section contains some observations suggested by the inves tigation. 
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